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US To Pay Tribute To 9/11 Victims At Ground Zero 
 

 New York: New York, Friday pay tributes to the victims of 9 / 
11 attacks, in a ceremony at Ground Zero, where the replacement 
work for the World Trade Center, and even a monument, remains 
mostly stalled 
 
On the eighth anniversary on 11 September 2001 attacks by al-
Qaeda militants hijacked aircraft, the sinner of the 2752 people 
killed in the destruction of the Twin Towers in Manhattan to 
remember. 

 
They also mourn those who died in the attacks, just hours later at the Pentagon outside 
Washington and a fourth plane in Pennsylvania after passengers overwhelmed the hijackers. 
Mayor Michael Bloomberg and other officials attend the annual ritual now Ground Zero, where 
each name is read and moments of silence marking key events, such as the impact of two 
hijacked planes, and the collapse of the towers. 
 
Powerful rays send light into the sky from the place at nightfall. 
 
Despite a deep desire to recall the tragedy, legal and financial disputes constant work is delayed 
in the replacement of two large towers at a snail’s pace. 
 
From the financial crisis and the recession in the housing market was the rapid recovery of the 
neighborhood even further the risk and frustration grows. 
 
“It is increasingly clear that New Yorkers have the debacle that is represented by the fact that 
Government officials have succeeded to rebuild Ground Zero,” Barry LePatner, the building of a 
lawyer, said feeling ashamed. 
 
“Unfortunately, the only conclusion from a careful study of their performance in this important 
moment is drawn, is the attitude that the public be damned.” 
 
In theory, five new skyscrapers are planned, with a park and a monument in the center and a 
transportation hub. But many now believe that there is no market for the five towers are. 



For now, the place was a surprise to casual observers as just a big hole, although the work on the 
basis of several key elements are in place and the framework for the future Freedom Tower 
rising. 
A survey last week by Quinnipiac University found that two-thirds of New Yorkers that even 
non monument will be prepared in time for the 10th anniversary in 2011. 
 
“They did not expect any part of the Ground Zero ready for the tenth anniversary yet,” said 
Maurice Carroll, director of the polling institute at the university, said. 
 
“We are sick of the continued lack of progress at Ground Zero. And we believe it is important to 
have a few signs of movement this year,” said Carroll. 
 
According to the survey 25 percent of New Yorkers said the slow pace was “ashamed”, the 
highest number for the answer, since he was first asked in 2006. 

 
US To Pay Tribute To 9/11 Victims At Ground Zero was first posted on September 11, 2009 at 
10:58 am. 
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